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Was Jean Spangler Murdered By
Jean Spangler. Spangler's disappearance generated various theories, which ranged from her alleged
death in a botched abortion to her fleeing with Los Angeles gangsters with whom she was
acquainted. To date, no additional evidence has been uncovered in Spangler's case, and her
whereabouts remain unknown.
Jean Spangler - Wikipedia
The disappearance of Jean Spangler The late 1940s was a time when the studios still reigned over
Hollywood, the mob ruled the Sunset Strip, and crooked politicians and police brass ran Los
Angeles. Two years after the Black Dahlia affair, Hollywood was shocked by the disappearance of
another young woman named Jean Spangler. She and…
Jean Spangler – Grin and Bare It – The Black Dahlia Murder ...
Jean Spangler was never found, and — lacking any concrete suspects — the police soon moved on
from this investigation. Spangler’s case, like so many, was left to fade into obscurity.
Jean Spangler Mystery: A cryptic note and Kirk Douglas
The Mysterious Disappearance of Jean Spangler. Jean was killed by her ex-husband, who wanted
custody of their child. Jean’s old lover Scotty resurfaced and murdered Jean in a fit of jealous rage.
Jean abandoned her child and her aspirations of stardom to run off with Ogul and is still alive today.
Palm Springs Mystery & Murder - Jean Spangler wanted to be ...
Jean Spangler vanished on October 7, 1949 and was never seen again. Her missing persons case is
still an open one with the Los Angeles Police. Spangler's sister-in-law reported that the Hollywood
actress said that she was working on a film on the ...
Was Jean Spangler Murdered by the Mafia? by Robert Grey ...
Spangler's sister-in-law reported that the Hollywood actress said that she was working on a film on
the evening she disappeared. However, it was discovered that no films were being shot that night.
Later there were sightings of the Jean Spangler vanished on October 7, 1949 and was never seen
again.
Was Jean Spangler Murdered By The Mafia? by Robert Grey ...
Alas, the case went cold. Spangler is still listed as a missing person, and every once in a blue moon,
the L.A. police department receives calls that she’s been seen—so far, in California, Phoenix,
Arizona, and New Mexico. Related: The Mysterious Circumstances of Natalie Wood’s Death For
Spangler’s family, however, the nightmare continues.
The Chilling Disappearance of Jean Spangler
Missing: Jean Spangler. Jean’s friends told law enforcement that she was three months pregnant at
the time of her disappearance, which led to rampant speculation that Jean was accidentally killed in
the process of getting an abortion, which was illegal at the time. It would explain why she wanted to
see a Doctor,...
Missing: Jean Spangler – Considering Cold Cases
Aspiring actress Jean Spangler left behind a cryptic note in her purse that was found in Griffth park
after her 1949 disappearance. The case continues to fascinate, and inspired Denise Hamilton's ...
Cold Case: Aspiring Actress Left Cryptic Note - NBC ...
Read "Was Jean Spangler Murdered By The Mafia?" by Robert Grey Reynolds Jr available from
Rakuten Kobo. Sign up today and get $5 off your first purchase. Jean Spangler vanished on October
7, 1949 and was never seen again. Her missing persons case is still an open one with t...
Was Jean Spangler Murdered By The Mafia? - Kobo.com
Welcome to Reddit, Scott was most likely an alias for a Hollywood abortion doctor, and some
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theorize may have had a link to the Elizabeth Short aka Black Dahlia Murder. Black Dahlia was in
1947 just a two year span from Jean Spangler. Dr. George Hodel was a suspect in Jean Spangler and
for a short period of time was being monitored by the police.
The Disappearance of Jean Spangler : UnresolvedMysteries
Jean Spangler [Photo courtesy LAPL] Their good intentions didn’t get the grand jury any concrete
answers to the unsolved homicides or mysterious disappearances. The jury was sidetracked by the
continuing saga of local gangster Mickey Cohen and other issues which demanded their attention.
Jean Spangler | Deranged LA Crimes
The disappearance of Jean Spangler (self.UnresolvedMysteries) submitted 5 years ago by ladyb07
Jean Spangler was one of the many denizens of the shadowy underbelly of Los Angeles -- a
gorgeous actress who didn't let her limited success stop her from leading as sparkling a life as she
could manage.
The disappearance of Jean Spangler : UnresolvedMysteries
The conversation at that party indicated that both ladies thought a certain famous actor of the
time, Kirk Douglas, knew something about Jean's murder, if she was murdered. It is easy to find
some stories about Jean Spangler.
Hollywood Screams, True Hollywood Scream Stories
(Edward Spangler, Jean's brother, had been killed in action overseas in 1945) Jean, dressed in a
long white coat and slacks, kissed her daughter and told Sophie she was going to see her exhusband, Dexter Benner, regarding unpaid child support.
Disappearance - Maria Musikka
Jean Spangler vanished on October 7, 1949. The pretty Hollywood model and actress was spotted
by a number of individuals in northern and southern California in the days after she disappeared.
However, none of these sightings was verified. One friend of Jean's claimed to have seen the
actress as she was riding in a car in North Hollywood.
Was Jean Spangler Murdered By The Mafia?: The Curious ...
She doesn't rank with Amelia Earhart, Jimmy Hoffa or Judge Crater, but more than half a century
later, there are still some people who wonder what happened to a young actress named Jean
Spangler.
Mystery of Missing Starlet Was Never Solved - LA Times
Dancer, Model, Actress, and Murder Victim. Born Jean Elizabeth Spangler to Florence M. Morris and
Cecil M. Spangler. Jean attended and graduated from Franklin High School in Los Angeles in 1941.
She then took a job working as a model for a local clothing firm. In 1942, she met and married
manufacturer Dexter Benner...
Elizabeth Jean Spangler (1923-1949) - Find A Grave Memorial
Top of his list is the actress Jean Spangler, then 26, who vanished in 1949. Her body was never
found, although her purse was discovered not far from the Hodel home. ... The shocking murder of
...
Retired LAPD cop claims father was 1940s serial killer who ...
The "murdered" actress in question is probably Jean Spangler, who disappeared in 1949 and never
seen since. Her purse was found near the gates of Griffith Park, with an unfinished note inside
addressed to a "Kirk" and telling him that she going to see "Dr. Scott" while mother was away.
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